The design of interior spaces is of the utmost
importance to the quality of your life.
You spend the bulk of your life indoors. Whether it is at
your home or office, indoor spaces are what you see
and experience more than anything else.
Newstead Interiors specialize in helping you to create
interior spaces that reflect your unique personality and
bring you happiness.
Newstead Interiors is a full-service interior design firm
delivering residential and commercial projects from
ideation right through to installation.

Newstead Interiors design, customise and source all
interior elements in collaboration with the client to deliver
bespoke residential and commercial projects.
Whether it is a single piece of furniture or the transformation of an entire residence, the team of qualified architects
and interior designers have experience ranging from highrise apartments, complete office transformations out to
luxurious beach residences.
Newstead Interiors offer a bespoke and personalised
experience across all stages including consultation, design
and installation. Your highly qualified team is led by Virginia
and Ric De Luca who have more than fifty years combined
experience in architecture, interior design and decoration.

TENERIFFE APARTMENT

An apartment nestled in the heart of Teneriffe with a
spectacular view overlooking the Brisbane River. We
worked closely with the client to create a family home
that was child friendly yet still warm and luxurious.
The proximity to water was the inspiration for the
stunning blues throughout the home, whilst use of
rich wallpapers and floor rugs softens the hard surfaces. Refurbishment of existing quality furniture in
combination with new custom made designs were
undertaken to make each room truly special.
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WEST END RESIDENCE

A house for a design savvy couple and their young family that
makes best use of a small West End lot. Being sympathetic
to the needs of growing children underpinned the design of
this residence that maintains privacy from the street.
Whilst inconspicuous from the outside, the interior features a
mix of rooms that are commanding in its use of volume and
space. High ceilings and simple detailing allow for an eclectic mix of interior elements, including artwork and heirloom
furniture, to become the hero.
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TENNYSON APARTMENT
With all the children having flown the coop, this retired
couple moved into a newly built apartment that did not suit
their refined sensibility. We worked with them to ensure
that many cherished furniture pieces from their family
home could be brought back to life in a new setting. We
added Designers Guild wallpapers and repainted the apartment to ensure that there was a connection and a story
between all the rooms.
New furniture and soft furnishings were custom designed
at an appropriate scale and style using luxury fabrics by
William Yeoward and Gaston & Daniela. The end result is an
elegant and modern apartment that will be cherished for
many years by the family.
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ASCOT RESIDENCE
This beautiful heritage home had been in the family
for decades and was in need of a modern facelift. We
were engaged following the completion of a home
renovation to help transform the master bedroom,
living rooms and entertaining areas.
The brief was to retain the old world charm of the
‘Queenslander’ and to accentuate an extensive collection of artworks, antique furniture and family heirlooms. We applied a colour palate that exuded classic
cool across custom designed ottomans, couches,
and soft furnishings, including drapery and cushions.
Christian Lacroix Fabrics become the hero.
With a styling that is appealing and highly marketable,
this residence will be treasured for many years by its
current and potential future homeowners.undertaken
to make each room truly special.
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CLAYFIELD RESIDENCE
A professional couple that came to us with a clear brief –
to beautify living room and master bedroom, and create
more storage options without changing the structure of the
house. Working within a tight brief and timeline, we reupholstered existing furniture and added new pieces to create
a luxurious living room that maximises functionality.
The design of the new en suite and master bathroom is
framed by hero pieces including the mirror and freestanding
bath. Vivid blue hues that carry throughout the home add
a wow factor to the experience for visitors and a sense of
calm for its owners.
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HAMILTON RESIDENCE
A sense of prestige to match this expansive home in
one of Brisbane’s most sought after suburbs. We
created a stunning entryway that exemplifies the
owners’ unique style and is guaranteed to make a
lasting impression on anyone that enters this home.
Using handblocked wallpaper from the archive of Cole
& Sons, we were able to make a unique and visually
appealing contrast to the rich wooden panels.
The lounge and formal dining rooms featured sensible
tones from Ralph Lauren Wallpaper Collection and
contrasting patterns from a boutique European fabric
house.
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